
Your expert guide  
to the federal leasing landscape

Federal Lessor 
Advisory Group 



We navigate every dimension of 
the federal leasing landscape to 
drive value for your real estate.



A changing  
landscape
For property investors, the terrain of government agencies is getting 
rougher. Changes in the American workplace gained traction during the 
pandemic, with seismic shifts for both owners and occupiers. Federal 
tenants are affected differently by workplace changes; understanding 
your existing or prospective federal tenant is critical. No one knows the 
changing landscape of federal leasing better than the CBRE Federal 
Lessor Advisory Group (CBRE FLAG).

Among federal agencies, current 
changes typically mean: 
 

 + Greater efficiency as remote and hybrid work improves utilization rates

 + Reduced space from densification and consolidation of facilities

 + Advantageous terms led by aggressive concessions in the private sector

While property investors are 
experiencing: 

 + Tighter ROI as occupiers minimize lease costs

 + Stiffer competition for the remaining long-term federal leases

 + Increasing need for advisors who can maximize value for landlords

with steep challenges
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This is the landscape of the new normal,
and we know how to navigate it.



A powerful perspective
on federal leasing CBRE’s Federal Lessor Advisory Group is uniquely positioned 

in the industry. We operate where federal policy and 
practice meet private-sector commercial real estate. 
From that vantage point, CBRE FLAG has a clear view of 
the General Services Administration, along with the myriad 
federal agencies with leasing needs. And because we’re part 
of the world’s largest commercial real estate firm, we see 
beyond the DC area, with eyes on markets across the United 
States. The power of our perspective shows in our record of 
results.

11 MSF
Space leased 
2019–EOY 2022

125
Leases executed 
2019–2022

6 MSF
Properties provided 
with consulting services

104 YEARS
Combined experience
of our core team

FLAG BY THE NUMBERS
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We’ll make sure you 
realize the full potential of

federal leasing opportunities.



A strategic focus
across every dimension

 

Federal leasing ranges across a complex terrain of agencies and authorities, 
rules and regulations. CBRE FLAG sees every dimension of the federal 
leasing process. We look at the full spectrum of federal agencies and their 
space needs. We know the questions to ask and where to find the answers. 
We understand the approval streams and who has the authority to close 
deals. Our global view, hyper-local insights, effective marketing and straight-
forward strategies unlock hidden value, drive returns and allow us to focus 
on achieving your unique investment objectives. 

Our clients 
trust us to:

Everything we do connects to 
your real estate objectives. 

MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS
with federal real estate decision-makers

FOLLOW PROTOCOLS
and prescribed governmental processes

POSITION ASSETS
to attract government leases

ACT AS A TRANSLATOR
between owners and government personnel

DEVELOP RESPONSES
to advertised federal leasing opportunities

COORDINATE INTERACTION
with federal leasing decision-makers
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A specialized team
and unified delivery

CBRE FLAG is a tightly woven team of 
experts. Within our team we have the skills 
and scope to guide a wide range of property 
investors through the federal government 
realm. And by connecting with colleagues 
across the CBRE platform, we can meet any 
challenge with our integrated services.

Marcy Owens Test  
Senior Vice President 
Marcy heads CBRE FLAG. She is a federal real estate expert with more than 30 years’ experience. 
Her strength lies in managing large and complex projects on behalf of owners and investors. From 
her years as a GSA Contracting Officer, she has a national network of relationships and unmatched 
insight into how federal real estate transactions are executed.
 

Tim Hutchens  
Executive Vice President 
Tim’s experience spans lease and lease construction procurements, site acquisitions, project 
financings and investment sales. With a blend of legal, business and real estate skills, he gives 
CBRE FLAG’s clients strategic guidance on federal real estate transactions nationwide.

Paul D. Hood 
Senior Vice President 
Paul Hood specializes in federal government leased space procurements, as well as being an expert 
government lease researcher. His expertise with federal government lease procurement procedures, 
and their nuances and complexities, makes him an invaluable asset to all of FLAG’s clients. Since 
joining CBRE, Paul has been involved in the successful completion of hundreds of leasing actions. 
Paul attacks the execution of each assignment with commitment to win.

Edward H. Welbourn IV
First Vice President 
Edward is a market data expert who excels at turning strategic thinking into effective action. He 
takes charge of competitive market analysis, financial analysis, proposal preparation, transaction 
execution, lease administration and lease negotiation. His ability to capture detailed Information is 
invaluable.

Brent Davidson
Vice President 
Brent leads CBRE’s Postal Property Solutions team, which specializes in the leasing, sale and 
acquisition of properties leased to the United States Postal Service. In a previous eight-year 
engagement advising the USPS, Brent managed more than 2.5 million square feet of real estate 
transactions in 46 states with a total transaction value of over $900 million.   

Matt Goubeaux
Associate 
Matt Goubeaux is a strong executor on federal lease transactions. His perseverance and willingness 
to dig into the details of a deal contribute significantly to the success of the team and our clients.  8



Our team brings 
comprehensive 
capabilities 
to one objective—
your success.



Multidimensional lens  
on the asset life cycle

Our team sees beyond the deal. 
With CBRE’s platform of services, we put the full cycle of property investment 
under the FLAG microscope. Vetting investments and underwriting assets. 
Attracting federal tenants and backfilling space. Tracking lease data and finding 
opportunity. Monitoring the market and repositioning properties. Wherever you are 
in the asset cycle, CBRE FLAG is with you, targeting solutions to meet your goals. 
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Advisory capabilities
 
 
We are known for leasing, but CBRE FLAG is sought after by many investors to provide advisory services, including:  

Lease Administration
Maximized savings. Contained costs. Mitigated risks..  
CBRE manages key occupier interactions on behalf our clients.

 + Rent payments
 + Critical dates
 + Negotiation opportunities
 + Dispute resolutions

Due Diligence 
Comprehensive data. Real-time market intel. Total confidence. 
Our team uses advanced knowledge, experience and technology to evaluate assets.

 + Identifies concerns
 + Uncovers opportunities
 + Reduces lead time
 + Supports financial underwriting

CBRE FLAG 
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CBRE’s Platform

Property Marketing 
Branded identity. Targeted tactics. Increased value. 
Digital and traditional marketing attracts government 
tenants that match the property’s desired profile.

 + Creates effective campaigns
 + Raises market visibility
 + Aims at targeted tenants
 + Increases occupancy

Data & Insights
Tailored intel. Actionable strategies. Powerful impact.

Our research team accelerates leasing with executable 
insights on the competitive marketplace.

 + Gathers competitive data
 + Secures real-time comps
 + Spots pending vacancies
 + Identifies strengths and weaknesses

Innovative Technology 
Global data. Connected platform. Future-adapted.  
Our technology elevates every step of the real estate journey.

 + Matterport — Creates interactive, immersive 3D tours
 + Liquid Galaxy — Displays large-scale, high-impact presentations
 + VTS — Offers real-time visibility and reports on leasing activity 
 + Plans Pro — Takes the guesswork out of test fits

Location Intelligence
Complex location data. Holistic approach. Simplified solutions.  
CBRE looks at the surrounding environment to realize  
the full scope of a property’s potential.

 + Performs commute analysis
 + Calculates drive times
 + Assesses local labor market
 + Spotlights area amenities

We bring every dimension 
into one solution. 
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Established  
relationships
for enhanced results
Federal leases are more than straightforward, broker-to-broker transactions. 
They are a layered, complex process. But what drives them isn’t just practices 
and protocols. It’s relationships. CBRE FLAG has a breadth and depth of 
relationships unmatched in the federal real estate space. We understand 
who the stakeholders are and what they need. We know their expectations 
and what it takes to meet them. And from years of experience, we’ve learned 
the best ways to connect people and processes for a successful outcome.

CBRE 
FLAG

Contracting 
Officers

GSA 
Contract 
Brokers

GSA 
Central 
Office

Congressional 
Subcommittees

Tenant 
Agency 

Contacts

GSA 
Regional 

Leadership

We’ve forged the connections  
that will help your real estate thrive.  13



Real outcomes
with real value

Case Studies
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New Tenants C
ase Studies

445 12th Street SW, Washington, DC 

Challenge Solution Results
At the end of its long-term lease, the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) decided to 
downsize and relocate across town. But designing 
and constructing the new location would take three 
years following the original lease expectation.

 + To close the gap, CBRE FLAG secured a high-
value interim lease extension with the FCC.

 + With the short-term FCC lease in place, we 
pursued the Pension Benefit Guaranty 
Corporation’s (PBGC) requirement for a new 
15-year lease term to commence 15 months after 
FCC moved.

 + As the FCC built out its new location, we worked 
against an aggressive 15-month schedule to 
totally demo and reconstruct new space for 
PBGC.

Multiple construction teams built out 
PBGC’s 431,000 RSF on time and on 
budget, while the FCC’s short-term lease 
kept up cash flow for our client. 

250 E Street SW, Washington, DC

Challenge Solution Results
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
(OCC) was forced to backfill a large block of GSA 
space elsewhere in Southwest DC, leaving our 
client’s building completely empty. At the same time, 
the federal government mandated short-term term 
extensions instead of competitive long-term leases. 
Amid these obstacles, CBRE was hired to re-lease 
the entire 330,000-sq.-ft., 20-year-old building. 

 + CBRE FLAG partnered with a private-sector 
leasing team to reintroduce the building to the 
market.

 + The CBRE team worked with the building owner 
on a renovation and leasing plan targeting base-
building updates for multitenant occupancy.

 + The plan completely renovated the lobby, created 
a modern rooftop terrace and converted a small 
gym into a large, Class A fitness facility.

The building is now more than 96% 
leased with four GSA leases, three District 
of Columbia government leases and one 
private-sector tenant. 
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New Tenants C
ase Studies

3005 Chamblee Tucker Road, Atlanta, GA

Challenge Solution Results
University Office Park needed a new leasing 
strategy. The Rhodes Building on its campus had 
been vacant for several years and needed major 
renovations to meet federal leasing requirements. 
Plus, the building was landlocked by security 
entrances to the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) facility next door—and that locked 
out leasing to private-sector tenants.

 + CBRE FLAG tracked upcoming GSA space 
requirements and timing, then began marketing 
the Rhodes Building to the government. 

 + We positioned the property as a full, newly 
renovated building ideal for consolidating FEMA 
space. 

 + That strategy enabled our client to win a 
competitive replacement lease for FEMA at the 
Rhodes Building while retaining a tenant in the 
office park.

GSA consolidated seven leases at the 
Rhodes Building. FEMA accounted for two 
of them, taking about 114,000 sq. ft. at 
the Rhodes Building. As an added benefit, 
our client secured above-market rents, 
despite falling rates and rising vacancy in 
the submarket. 

1201 Elm Street, Dallas, TX

Challenge Solution Results
GSA sought a long-term replacement lease to 
downsize and relocate the regional headquarters of 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

 + CBRE FLAG surveyed the market to identify 
space that could potentially compete for the EPA 
lease. 

 + Since CBRE Dallas represents Renaissance 
Tower—an iconic Dallas landmark—we teamed 
with the property’s leasing team to pursue the 
opportunity.

 + We worked with the owner to engage a qualified 
team for a full architectural test fit on the EPA 
space.

After lengthy programming revisions, 
Renaissance Tower was selected as the 
best value (though not the lowest cost) 
for the government. Lease language was 
heavily negotiated then executed by both 
parties.
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Renewal Tenants C
ase Studies

500 E Street SW, Washington, DC

Challenge Solution Results
GSA, negotiating for the U.S. International Trade 
Commission (ITC), faced an upcoming lease 
expiration for 206,000 sq. ft. By modern GSA 
standards, the space was underutilized and would 
likely require a significant reduction in square 
footage for a new long-term lease. The property 
owner engaged CBRE FLAG to retain the ITC for 15 
years at the existing footprint. 

 + CBRE FLAG worked with the building owner and 
architect to identify and quantify courthouse 
space within the ITC footprint—special-use space 
that would be costly to replicate elsewhere.

 + Our offer structure positioned 500 E Street as 
one of the most competitively priced buildings 
available to the ITC, given its unique space needs. 
With this pricing, GSA secured authorization 
to keep the ITC in place at its existing square 
footage. 

The GSA procurement allowed the 
incumbent lessor to offer the existing 
leased footprint while competing 
properties bid on a reduced square 
footage. On that basis, GSA was able to 
justify a succeeding lease at 
500 E Street SW. After the successful 
transaction, the owner elected to sell 
the building at a significant return to its 
shareholders.

7220 NW 101st Terrace, Kansas City, MO

Challenge Solution Results
Over 20 years ago, CBRE FLAG worked with 
the ownership team to win a lease that led to 
construction of a key National Weather Service 
(NWS) facility. Today that facility houses NWS 
Midwest Regional Office, the National Weather 
Service Training Center and the Aviation Weather 
Center. After two decades, the lessor needed a plan 
to modernize the building, upgrade its systems and 
renovate the interior, all without interrupting NWS 
operations. 

 + CBRE FLAG commissioned a report on the 
condition of all building systems and features. 

 + The ownership team planned extensive 
upgrades, among them replacing the roof, 
rezoning the mechanical system, installing a 
new building automation system, replacing all 
lighting with LED and repaving the 400-car 
parking lot.

 + GSA proceeded with a lease procurement 
process that considered the benefits of the 
existing building and the owner’s commitment 
to renovate. 

GSA conducted a competitive procurement 
that resulted in award of a new 15-year, firm-
term lease. The transaction achieved the 
lessor’s goals of:

 + Retaining GSA as a long-term tenant for 
100% of the building 

 + Working with GSA and NWS on renovations 
that resulted in a like-new building

 + Avoiding downtime for ownership or NWS 
through careful coordination and planning 

 + Positioning the asset for immediate sale, 
allowing ownership to realize the value from 
the lease renewal.
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Renewal Tenants C
ase Studies

1110 Third Avenue, Seattle, WA

Challenge Solution Results
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) was 
approaching the end of a 20-year lease as a sole 
occupant at 1110 Third Avenue. GSA, on behalf of 
the FBI, was considering whether to renew the lease 
of 130,876 sq.ft. For its part, ownership needed to 
decide between seeking a long-term lease with 
the government or repositioning the building for a 
private-sector tenant.

 + CBRE FLAG worked with the building owner 
and our property management team to 
determine the best long-term strategy—keep 
the federal tenant.

 + With this analysis complete, the owner directed 
CBRE to aggressively pursue an FBI renewal.

The lease negotiated by CBRE FLAG 
achieved the four major goals our client 
defined at the outset of the assignment: 

 + Reducing near-term capital costs 
significantly

 + Avoiding the downtime and income gaps of 
re-tenanting

 + Increasing net operating income at the time 
the new lease went into effect

 + Enhancing the overall capital value of the 
building

Both ownership and the government 
celebrated the deal as a win-win.
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The drivers of success
all in our wheelhouse
It takes a full sphere of capabilities to traverse the federal leasing landscape. 
CBRE FLAG brings 360 degrees of integration to realize your goals. 
Specialized experts. Innovative thinking. Deep intel. Strong relationships. We 
bring them all, plus unmatched insight into how federal occupancy works, on 
paper and in practice. Our team brings them together in one centralized solution.

Proactive Approach Expertise

Relationships Preparation

Defined Process Concept Development

Market Knowledge Creative Thinking

WHY CBRE FLAG
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We uncover everything  
so you can realize anything. 



This disclaimer shall apply to CBRE Inc. and to all other divisions of the Corporation (“CBRE”). All information included herein pertaining to 
CBRE—including but not limited to its operations, employees, technology and clients—are proprietary and confidential, and are supplied 
with the understanding that they will be held in confidence and not disclosed to third parties without the prior written consent of CBRE. 
CBRE and the CBRE logo are the service marks of CBRE Inc. and/or its affiliated or related companies in other countries. All other marks 
displayed on this document are the property of their respective owners. Photos herein are the property of their respective owners and use 
of these images without the express written consent of the owner is prohibited. CBRE © 2022 All Rights Reserved. 

We navigate every dimension of 
the federal leasing landscape to 
drive real estate value.

Marcy Owens Test
Senior Vice President
+1 202 585 5629
marcy.owenstest@cbre.com

Tim Hutchens
Executive Vice President 
+1 202 585 5640 
tim.hutchens@cbre.com

Paul Hood
Senior Vice President
+1 202 585 5526
paul.hood@cbre.com

Edward Welbourn
First Vice President 
+1 202 585 5640
edward.welbourn@cbre.com

Brent Davidson 
Vice President
+1 202 585 5567
brent.davidson@cbre.com

Matt Goubeaux
Associate 
+1 202 585 5520 
matt.goubeaux@cbre.com


